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Veugen Technology started over 40 years ago as a side project of our farm for chicken rearing in Nederweert, The Netherlands. This experience translates into 
customer-oriented and practical solutions that take hygiene to the next level.

We are the total supplier for the poultry industry. 
Disinfection - Vaccination - Pestcontrol

FOGGING EQUIPMENT
Global leader in fogging equipment and in the field of fogging disinfectants and pesticides. With over 7000 fogging and spraying systems sold worldwide,  
in more than 55 countries. Our customer-oriented approach ensures tailor-made solutions for every customer and every piece of equipment. Continuous 
development ensures even better top-quality machines. Development in cooperation with universities, droplet size measurement, engineering, production and 
assembly, all in-house, ensure the largest product range in the world.

WHAT ELSE CAN OUR FOGGING EQUIPMENT SUPPORT YOU WITH?
We offer various solutions for suitable for vaccination. Many are handy and more compact than the usual models. This makes them the perfect tool for rapid 
vaccination. Are you looking for advice for your business situation? 

Contact: 
info@veugentech.com
www.veugentecht.com

HYGIENE SOLUTIONS FOR THE POULTRY INDUSTRY



VACCINATION

Mechanical scrubbing of the tubing

HEAWAT
Suitable for pipes in the livestock sector.
Powerful pulses of water and compressed air 
through the pipes, in intervals. This generates 
a mechanical scrubbing.  Cleaning your 
drinking lines without using chemicals,

Tubing up to 1” wide and 500 meter length.

BATTERY CHARGED BACK 
PACK SPRAYER 
MARUYAMA MSB15LIDX, the most complete 
Back Pack Sprayer, has now been renewed.
The pump delivers a constant pressure which 
means a clean and regular spray pattern.

100 - 120 μm 15 l

FVX-SPRAYER
De FVX-Sprayer is a vaccination sprayer, the 
perfect tool for quick vaccination.
Portable, lightweight and cordless. Droplets 
are electrostatically charged creating a 
compact spray pattern.

Portable60 - 80 μm

Mobile

TURBOFOGGER
The portable fogging device that is ideal for 
distributing a vaccine in a large poultry house. 
Even if vaccination must penetrate into the 
respiratory tract.

1 - 20 l/h 6 l
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Tank sizeAir throw

PowerDroplet size
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*Depending on the options on your fogging equipment, your product may differ from the images shown.

POWERFOGGER 60
A versatile and easy-to-operate fogger. Due 
to its powerful air pump, the powerfogger is 
suited to provide air for 1 or 2 nozzles and can 
treat areas from 1000 up to 9000 m3 an hour.

35 l/h 80 m 60 l

K40
With a capacity of 120 l/h, large areas can be 
treated in a short time. Due to its enormous 
power, it can combine this capacity with a very 
fine and uniform mist that is spread over a 
length of 120 metres.

60 - 120 l/h 120 m Mobile

POWERFOGGER 100
The powerhouse of the Powerfogger line.
The familiar fogging technology is combined 
with an enormously powerful fan that can 
move fine mist over a length of more than 100 
metres.

40 l/h 150 m 100 l

Fixed installation.

COLDFOGGER
The ULV coldfogger system has been specially 
developed for disinfecting breeding farms and 
hatchery.

5 - 10 μm

DISINFECTION 


